
Indigo Bracelet 
  

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
04 pcs Bead Gallery® uncoated high quality carved floral design large 

 hole wood round 18mm (4mm hole) beads (14769A) 
01 pcs Bead Gallery® uncoated high quality large hole wood rondelle 

 10x18mm (4.5mm hole) beads (14855A) 
03 pcs Bead Gallery® Philippine polished wood grey 4x10mm rondell 
  beads (19918) 
01 pcs Bead Gallery® lapis stone faceted rectangle 18-20x21x24mm 
  beads (17686A) 
10 pcs Bead Gallery® silver tone metal cut rondelle 3.5x5mm beads 
  (21285A) 
01 pcs Bead Gallery® crystal quartz crackle stone top hole 10x18-35mm 
  beads (21315A) 
01 pcs Bead Gallery® crystal quartz stone faceted oval 12x18mm beads 
  (17657A) 
01 pcs silver tone 6mm jump ring 
01 pcs Bead Gallery® lobster claw clasp 10mm silver tone plated (14650) 
09 pcs Bead Gallery® silver tone eye pins 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: Less than 1 hour 
 
Level Of Difficulty: beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Using an eye pin, string 3 grey rondelles and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Using an eye pin, string crystal oval and form a simple 
loop. Attach to previous loop. 

3. Using an eye pin, string lapis and form a simple loop. 
Attach to previous loop. 

4. Using an eye pin, string metal rondelle, round wood, 
metal rondelle and form a simple loop. Attach to 
previous loop. Repeat 3 times. 

5. Using an eye pin, string metal rondelle, large 
rondelle, metal rondelle and form a simple loop. 
Attach to previous loop. 

6. Connect lobster clasp to grey rondelle loop. 



7. Using eye pin, string top-hole crystal approximately 
¼” from the end of eye pin and bend up. 

8. Bend the other side up and form a simple loop ¼” 
form the end. 

9. Using 6mm jump ring, attach crystal dangle to other 
side of bracelet. 


